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The question I am most often asked is “Where are the lions?” The simple truth is I don’t really
know. What I can tell you is the composition of the pride and related lions that we do see from
time to time. Please bear in mind that these observations are at the time of writing. Also
remember that individual lions constantly peel off from the pride. In fact the exception is for all
the lions to be together in one group.

The pride, as it was about a week ago, comprised 14 individual members. The core group is five
lionesses, one sub-adult lioness (the only surviving cub of all previous litters), six cubs of
approximately eighteen months and two adult males (‘Limp along’ and his buddy ‘King Leo’). This
pride moves over most of ORGR, Ukhozi to our West and Dinidza to the East. They probably also
move over other farms in the vicinity and hold a territory I would estimate to be in excess of
fifteen thousand hectares. As far as I know they never go to the Lisbon area. ‘King Leo’ is known to
cross the causeway and has been seen as far as Moolmans Airstrip on the North. There is a
different pride in the Lisbon area comprising seven individuals (six lionesses and one sub-adult
male). These lions are less tolerant of vehicles, somewhat skittish and are only seen by our
members in the Big Dam / Double Dam area. The rest of their territory extends into Klaserie and
Rusermi.

On ONGR there are a few individual lions. As far as we can establish there is one adult male known
as ‘Kuif-kop’, although he has not been seen for quite some time. There are two individual
lionesses, one with three cubs (moves over ONGR and Grietjie) and one with two cubs (moves
over ONGR and Parsons) There may be a third lioness without cubs on ONGR, but I am not certain.
About five days ago I saw the ONGR lioness with the two cubs (they are smaller than the ORGR
cubs and I estimate about 12 months old) moving over ORGR. She crossed the open area next to
Parallel Road, moved up the Air Strip and then off towards Ian’s Pan with the two cubs in tow.
Perhaps she is related to our main pride?

Of interest is what is happening at the moment. About six weeks ago we started seeing three new
male lions in the Lisbon area. These males are in their prime and have been dubbed the ‘Three
Musketeers’. Initially they were only seen in the Lisbon area up to the ‘four power lines’. A few
days ago the ‘Three Musketeers’ moved onto ORGR proper and were seen near unit 16 and then
at the bottom of the Air Strip. On Friday 13th May Mario discovered two dead lions, both in an
advanced state of decomposition. One is a lioness on Lisbon, found near Double Dam. The other
carcass is of a male lion found near the bottom of the Air Strip. It is difficult to determine exactly
which individual animals these are but judging from the mane colour (bear in mind that the mane
had already fallen out and is just lying on the ground) it seems most probable that the male
carcass is that of ‘Limp-along’. There can be little doubt that a pride takeover is happening at the
moment and the ‘Three Musketeers’ are cleaning up. After a violent attack where a male lion is
taken out, there is a ripple effect of killing. Existing cubs are killed and lionesses are attacked,
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sometimes fatally wounded, or they move away. Young lions leave the pride prematurely and
then die. This is all natural.

The main pride has not been seen lately and I would think the lionesses will be moving as far as
possible in an attempt to protect the cubs. The other old male, ‘King Leo’ is also missing. This is no
surprise.

The ‘old’ males seemed to be a loose coalition who arrived here in 2009. Initially there were four
or five of them. I was never quite sure and only once ever saw four together in December 2009.
One we know was killed by the train, and of late there were only the two males mentioned earlier.
In their reign they raised one cub, excluding the current six cubs, whose life seems rather
precarious at present. The ‘Three Musketeers’ seem a tight coalition and have only ever been seen
together. This augurs well for the future.

The one animal that every visitor to ORGR wants to see is a lion. Unfortunately they are not
always on show. My rules for finding lions are:

1) Follow the roars.
2) Follow the pug marks.
3) Follow your gut.

We are all privileged to be able to enjoy this incredible place and have Mario and his dedicated
team to than for maintaining it in pristine condition!
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